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Quality Criteria for array analysis

Objective Classification of CNVs

Available sources for array data interpretationAvailable sources for array data interpretation

In-house sources
Publicly available internet sources
Proprietary sources?



InIn--house sources for interpretation of array datahouse sources for interpretation of array data

I.e., set of healthy individuals used in Nijmegen:
ECI study (Excel list) (McMullan et al., 2009, Hum Mutat 30:1082-92)

BIG study (Excel list)
Healthy parents
Access database with all (potentially) pathogenic CNVs



UCSC Genome Browser: genome.ucsc.edu/
Database of Genomic Variants: projects.tcag.ca/variation/
ECARUCA: www.ecaruca.net
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
Ensembl Genome Browser: www.ensembl.org/Homo_sapiens/index.html
DECIPHER: decipher.sanger.ac.uk/
Geneimprint: www.geneimprint.com/site/genes-by-species
Etc. 

Publicly available sources for data interpretationPublicly available sources for data interpretation

http://genome.ucsc.edu/
http://projects.tcag.ca/variation/
http://www.ecaruca.net/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
http://www.ensembl.org/Homo_sapiens/index.html
http://decipher.sanger.ac.uk/
http://www.geneimprint.com/site/genes-by-species


Proprietary webProprietary web--based data visualization softwarebased data visualization software



Various options in array diagnosticsVarious options in array diagnostics



Various options in array diagnosticsVarious options in array diagnostics



Various options in array diagnosticsVarious options in array diagnostics



Various options in array diagnosticsVarious options in array diagnostics



How to achieve a reliable interpretation (fast)?How to achieve a reliable interpretation (fast)?



How to achieve a reliable interpretation (fast)?How to achieve a reliable interpretation (fast)?

InIn--house house 
data set(s)data set(s)

http://decipher.sanger.ac.uk/


How to achieve a reliable interpretation (fast)?How to achieve a reliable interpretation (fast)?

Hehir-Kwa et al. PLoS Comput Biol. 2010 Apr 22;6(4):e1000752.



How to achieve a reliable interpretation (fast)?How to achieve a reliable interpretation (fast)?

POEMA 3.0

http://www.rimarcable.nl/default.aspx
http://decipher.sanger.ac.uk/


A growing set of sources....A growing set of sources....



How to improve the interpretation of genetic data?
Search and Submit by using the DICE!

DDECIPHER ECIPHER –– IISCA database SCA database –– CCARTAGENIA ARTAGENIA –– EECARUCACARUCA

How to further improve reliable data interpretation?How to further improve reliable data interpretation?

To what extent is integration of the 
available sources possible and achievable?



How to further improve reliable data interpretation?How to further improve reliable data interpretation?



How to further improve reliable data interpretation?How to further improve reliable data interpretation?

1. Who can submit to and search the database?
2. To what extent is data curated? By who?
3. What are the objectives of the database? Research and / or diagnostic purposes?
4. Is the data publicly available or are costs involved?
5. Should all array data be made publicly available, regardless whether it comes from diagnostics or 

research?
6. Differentiation between causative CNVs and ‘normal genome variants’. Define the categories and 

indicate whether a database collects all or only certain categories.
7. Is there a differentiation between prenatal and postnatal findings?
8. How to ensure reliable details on clinical information? Should there be minimum requirements? If so, 

what kind of minimum requirements?
9. How to ensure single case registration per database and between databases? We don’t want the same 

data shown more than once.
10. Is standardization of genetic and clinical information achievable?
11.How to maximally simplify submission of genetic and clinical data (ideally: submission is only a mouse 

click away; from local database to international database OR to make use of ‘viewing’ instead of copying 
data. Could that be realized? What about national and international security measures?

12.Informed consent: the submitter’s reliability?
13.Data on control individuals: gender and age are important. Do we prefer data from i.e. controls older 

than 70 years of age to rule out late-onset-diseases?
14.Delicate topic, but may be crucial: information on ethnicity of both control and study individuals. 



Do we continue with multiple, similar databases or do we want one 
universal database?

a.Is it an option to combine (parts of) the available databases such as DECIPHER, 
ISCA and ECARUCA or is it sufficient to have one search engine to query multiple 
databases?

b.What are the reasons NOT to have one universal database?

c.If we prefer one universal database, how can we achieve this? What do we need 
to it? 

How to further improve reliable data interpretation?How to further improve reliable data interpretation?



Reliable data interpretation in the near futureReliable data interpretation in the near future

Array diagnostics is daily practice
BUT

Next generation sequencing in diagnostics is next

Research:

Diagnostics:

Whole genome sequencing

Exome sequencing

Targeted re-sequencing in complex monogenic diseases

Exome sequencing

Whole genome sequencing

Re-sequencing of disease loci





WS03. UCSC Genome Browser - Introductory: Basic functionality and navigation, sharing sessions
Chair: R. Kuhn 
Attendees are requested to bring your own laptop for this workshop. 
The UCSC Genome Browser (http://genome.ucsc.edu) integrates information from a wide variety of genomic 
resources, including, but not limited to gene predictions; disease associates, including OMIM and locus-specific 
databases; gene-expression data; copy-number 
variation; comparative genomics; SNPs; HapMap data; gene-chip mappings; and histone- and DNA- modification 
data. 

The large number of genome-wide datasets available allows users to pursue inquiries requiring multiple lines of 
evidence all in one location. By allowing users the flexibility to select only those data relevant to making a 
particular scientific argument, the Browser allows the pursuit of inquiry-driven data analysis by displaying all 
pertinent information in one graphical view. 

This session will introduce participants to the basic functions of the Genome Browser (http://genome.ucsc.edu), 
including interface conventions, navigation and search strategies for effective use of the Browser. The Session 
tool for sharing the results of inquiries with colleagues will be presented, as will export of camera-ready pdf files 
for publication. 

The Table Browser, a powerful tool for direct mining of the underlying data tables will be demonstrated. Brief 
mention of the Galaxy toolkit will set the stage for its introduction in the Intermediate session.

Sunday, May 29, 2011 - 15.15 - 16.45 hrs

WS10. UCSC Genome Browser 2 / Galaxy
Chairs: R. Kuhn, D. Clements 

Monday, May 30, 2011 - 15.15 - 16.45 hrs

http://genome.ucsc.edu/
http://genome.ucsc.edu/


Gene variant databases, or Locus‐Specific Databases (LSDBs), are used to collect and display 

 information on sequence variants on a gene‐by‐gene basis. They are used most frequently in 

 relation to DNA‐based diagnostics, facilitating clinicians’, scientists’

 
and patients’

 
and their 

 families’

 
easy access to an up‐to‐date overview of all gene variants identified world‐wide. The 

 databases are taken care of by curators, experts in the field who guard the database, ensure 

 regularly updates and check submitted data.

The purpose of this course is to teach the tasks involved in database curation. Using lectures 

 and practicals, we will go through the entire process of database curation, from starting a 

 database, to entering the first data, curating

 
submissions and advertising the resource which 

 has been built. With the experience gained, participants should feel confident to curate a gene 

 variant database.

The course will be organised with the help of the Human Variome

 
Project (HVP)

 
/ Human 

 Genome Variation Society (HGVS)

 
and the EU FP7 GEN2PHEN

 
project. During the course we will 

 use the Leiden Open Variation Database (LOVD)

 
platform.

http://www.humanvariomeproject.org/
http://www.hgvs.org/
http://www.hgvs.org/
http://www.gen2phen.org/
http://www.lovd.nl/
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